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It is almost showtime

at the historic Bolshoi Theatre in

Moscow. Audience members in black tie and evening gowns are
ushered quickly to their seats as the lights flicker on and off. The
orchestra’s string section starts tuning the instruments.
Thousands of miles away, in a small cinema in Germany, a family rushes in as the
lights go down in front of an enormous screen. Jackets and scarves are cast off as
they maneuver into a few spare seats in the front and open a pint of ice cream.
Behind the heavy curtain, the 200 plus Russian ballet dancers find their marks on
the famed wooden boards. Stage left, a video camera operator hits the record
button and the red light turns on. His signal shoots through the cable and away to
interconnected satellites, which link the live Bolshoi Theatre performance to cinemas
across Europe in mere seconds.
The line was around the block at the Gaumont Opera, a popular cinema near the
epicenter of Paris. Patrons of all ages and backgrounds are eagerly anticipating
another installment of their favorite superhero. The blockbuster film Man of Steel in
3D was released in the United States barely 24 hours ago. Yet the French press was
already buzzing about its ingenuous plot twists that audiences would find irresistible.
Inside the theatre, above the seats in the projector room, the attendant looks over
at the IDC receiver conveniently placed on a small shelf. He checks the data and, as
expected the entire film was downloaded over the night and will run automatically.
The crowd settles into their seats and puts on 3D glasses in anticipation of the movie
event of the year.

DSAT Cinema, the Eutelsat and
dcinex joint venture company
specializing in satellite delivery of
films and live events

Industry
Digital Cinema

Business Challenge
To double the size of the most
extensive cinema network
connected to satellite in Europe,
while offering customers the most
flexible and efficient service at the
best conditions

Technology Solution
The SuperFlex® Pro Video XTR
Receiver from International
Datacasting (IDC)

Business Value
Ability to expand using a trusted,
high quality network while incurring
minimal risk

Background

Business Challenge

DSAT Cinema manages the most comprehensive European network
for cinema distribution via satellite. With more than 1,000 cinema
complexes already under contract, DSAT Cinema is a leader in
the delivery of digital film and live 2D and 3D events in Europe.
Two critical players in digital cinema, Eutelsat Communications
(Euronext Paris: ETL), one of the world’s top satellite operators, and
dcinex™ from Belgium, Europe’s leading digital cinema company,
created DSAT Cinema as a joint venture company in 2012. Since
its inception, DSAT Cinema has delivered more than 300 films and
50 live broadcasts, from iconic locations that include Moscow’s
Bolshoi Theatre, New York’s Metropolitan Opera, and the Royal
Opera House in London. The company’s client portfolio includes
major cinema chains like Gaumont Pathé, UGC, CGR, UCI, Kinepolis,
The Space and many independent cinemas.

The cinema industry in Europe is quickly transitioning from
celluloid to digital projection. As this demand for digital cinema
content steadily expands, the electronic transmission of films
and live events via satellite is considered a fast, secure solution
for broadcasting content to an unlimited number of cinemas in
a given coverage area. DSAT Cinema is able to broadcast digital
content to all fully equipped cinemas in Europe wherever they
are located, in less than three hours. Such an astonishing rate of
delivery is dependent upon a powerful infrastructure anchored by
the best possible technological solutions.

As a joint venture, DSAT Cinema employs a vast cinema delivery
network infrastructure based on the satellite expertise from
Eutelsat and the operational support from dcinex and satellite
provider, OpenSky. Its current system utilizes two satellites, two
teleports, a network operations center, a multilingual hotline and
a logistical backup service by hard disks. DSAT Cinema plays an
important role in the fast-growing market for management and
distribution of digital cinema content across Europe.
DSAT Cinema’s network represents more than 7,000 cinema
screens. Its fully equipped cinemas are mainly in Italy and France,
which each account for more than 300 complexes, as well as
an additional 200 cinemas in Austria, Germany and Switzerland
combined. An additional 150 sites are located in Spain, Benelux,
Czech Republic and Slovakia with the remaining installations
principally in Poland, Romania and Scandinavia.

DSAT Cinema’s objective is to double the size of its current network
of 1,000 cinemas across Europe within the next two years. The
company wants to benefit from economies of scale that will allow
them to offer customers the most flexible and efficient service
at optimal conditions. However to expand at such a rate, DSAT
Cinema needs to guarantee they can continue to install outstanding
products at cinemas over the long term. As DSAT Cinema widens
its client base, their level of continual growth should also drive the
industry’s ever-changing technological advancements and needs.
Creating an alliance with a reliable technology partner could
ensure steady growth for both companies and create an incentive
to increase research and development into the niche market of
digital cinema content distribution technology.

“Having IDC as our partner helps
us stay on the leading edge, while
bringing smart, cost-effective
solutions to market.”
Fabrice Testa, CEO
DSAT Cinema
Technology Solution

Business Value

DSAT Cinema sought a balanced, long-lasting relationship with
International Datacasting Corporation (IDC), a leader in digital cinema,
who supplied technology to its parent companies since 2008. With
more than a decade of experience and as a pioneer in satellite-based
Digital Cinema Package (DCP) and 3D live event delivery, IDC has a
proven track record with the world’s leading digital cinema content
distributors. At present, more than 4,000 IDC digital cinema receivers
have been shipped to customers on six continents. Seventy percent of
the digital cinemas worldwide now rely on IDC’s technology.

The decision to partner with IDC for the long term allows DSAT Cinema

IDC’s Digital Cinema platform can ingest, verify and confirm delivery
of content conforming to the DCP file and directory format devised by
movie studios to enable the secure digital distribution of their valuable
content. The platform can also encode and decode high quality 2D
and 3D linear streams for the encrypted distribution of live events to
cinemas in either MPEG-2 or MPEG-4 formats.
DSAT Cinema was already successfully implementing both IDC’s headend
equipment located in Paris, France, and Vicenza, Italy, as well as 850 of
the preceding SuperFlex Pro Video Receivers in the same network. Their
expansion plans call for more than doubling their deployment of IDC
receivers. This unique partnership enabled IDC to commit to investing
in the long-term success of the technology and reinforces IDC’s position
as a digital cinema industry leader.
The SuperFlex Pro Video XTR Receivers include a video decoder, file
receiver and storage device in one receiver. This solution fully integrates
with DSAT’s existing IDC headend equipment. The SuperFlex Pro Video
XTR Receiver enables both DCP delivery over satellite plus normal live
events in 2D or 3D from one receiver.

to expand on a high quality network they already trust. At the same
time, this agreement encourages IDC to stay at the competitive edge
of advanced digital cinema technology. Together they can bring leading
end-to-end solutions to the market, while incurring minimal risk.
IDC offers DSAT Cinema a streamlined solution, unrivaled by competitors
who still require multiple pieces of equipment to provide the same
level of service. The multi-functionality of the SuperFlex Pro Video
XTR Receivers helps DSAT Cinema reduce capital expenditure. The IDC
receiver decodes live video, and can receive DCP files, in parallel, on
two different satellite carriers. The system is also easier to support and
maintain. As the sole provider, IDC can handle all of the hardware and
software needs.
As a technology partner, IDC supports DSAT Cinema’s powerful and
reliable infrastructure. Using capacity on the EUTELSAT 5 West A satellite,
DSAT Cinema is able to broadcast digital content to all fully-equipped
cinemas anywhere in Europe, at uploads speeds of up to 70 Mbit/s. By
combining this capacity with a second transponder on this satellite or
on EUTELSAT 8 West A, it is possible to achieve aggregate throughput
of up to 140 Mbit/s, enabling a 150 GB digital film to be delivered in
less than three hours. All IDC receivers are controlled from the DSAT
Cinema network operations center to ensure fast and secure delivery
of the content. This innovative and collaborative approach to long-term
success between IDC and DSAT Cinema sets the stage for digital cinema
content distribution via satellite virtually anywhere in Europe.
“There is a great advantage to being a partner with IDC,” said Fabrice
Testa, CEO of DSAT Cinema. “We’ve seen many industry changes over the
past years. Having IDC as our partner helps us stay on the leading edge
while bringing smart, cost-effective solutions to market.”

Learn More
To learn more about International Datacasting solutions, please visit
www.datacast.com.
To learn more about DSAT Cinema, please visit www.dsatcinema.com.
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